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Arrest Summary:05/05/2019 0319 Hrs
Agency:IMPD Aggravated Assault Unit
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Arrest #:AR—IMPD1905174
Narrative: IMPD Probable Cause with e-signature

STATE OF INDIANA, COUNTY OF MARION, SS:

PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT

IMPD Case/Incident Number:

Defendant Name: Brandon Kaiser

Location of Incident: 55 W. South street

Arresting Officer / ID: R. Clayton

Agency: Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department
On May 1, 2019 at 3:23 a.m., IMPD Officers were dispatched to White Castle at 55 W South
Street reference a person shot. Responding officers found Bradley Jacobs and Andrew Adams
in the parking lot of the White Castle suffering from gunshot injuries. Bradley Jacobs was
transported to Eskenazi Hospital in critical condition. Andrew Adams was transported to
Methodist Hospital in critical condition. Crime Lab processed the scene recovering 9 mm spent
shell casings and a bullet from the pavement underneath where Bradley Jacobs was shot.

Detective Ron Clayton responded to the scene and recovered surveillance footage from the
White Castle. The suspect that shot the two victims can be seen arriving at the White Castle
in a blue SUV in the company of a second suspect. The shooting suspect is a white male, and
can be seen wearing a grey tee-shirt with writing across the chest, dark pants, and light

colored shoes. The second suspect is a Hispanic male wearing a dark, long sleeve shirt, and
dark pants. After a physical fight in the parking lot involving the two victims and the suspects,
the white male shot both victims and fled the scene with the second suspect in the blue SUV.

On May 3, 2019 Detective Clayton conducted a canvass of bars in the downtown area ancl

learned that the suspects had been in Kilroy's at 201 S Meridian on the night of the shooting.
Detective Stephen Smalley responded to 201 S Meridian and recovered the footage from May
1, 2019. Detective Smalley also spoke with the assistant manager of Kilroy's, Laura
Roseberry. Detective Smalley was advised by Laura Roseberry, and confirmed through video
surveillance that both subject were kicked out Kilroy's between 2:30 a.m. and 3:00 a.m.

Detective Smalley reviewed the footage inside the bar ancl identified the suspects based on
the physical attributes and clothing seen in the White Castle surveillance videos. Detective
Smalley observed the suspect in the black shirt make a payment at the bar with a credit card.
The transaction was date and time stamped, and the receipt was provided to Detective
Smalley. The name on the credit card used to make the purchase was Alfredo Vazquez.

A search in law enforcement databases for Alfredo Vazquez produced two results. Detective
Smalley compared BMV and booking photos for the two results against surveillance footage at
Kilroy's. Detective Smalley identified

Alfredo Vazquez (06/12/1995 — H/M) as the subject inside the bar, and at White castle at the
time of the shooting. A review of associated Interact incidents revealed that Alfredo Vazquez
was arrested for OVWI in 2018. He was driving a blue Ford Explorer at the time of the arrest.

Detective Smalley researched persons associated with Alfredo Vazquez in police law
enforcement subject fitting the physical description of the shooting suspect was identified as
Brandon Kaiser 3/25/1978— W/M). Detective Smalley compared BMV and booking photos of
Brandon Kaiser to the Kilroy's footage, and identified Brandon Kaiser as the subject inside
Kilroy's with Alfredo Vazquez.
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Attributes and clothing, Detective Smalley identified both Alfredo Vazquez and Brandon Kaiser
and the suspects in the shooting. Brandon Kaiser currently as an open warrant for driving.

Brandon Kaiser's BMV address is listed as 2156 Wallace Avenue.
On May 4, 2019, at approximately 3:30 p.m., Detective Eric Forestall was conducting
surveillance at 2156 Wallace Avenue when he observed Brandon Kaiser exit the home,
retrieve something from a vehicle in the driveway, and return to the home. The vehicle in the
driveway was confirmed to be registered to Brandon Kaiser. Detective Forestall attempted to
make contact with Brandon Kaiser at the front door of the home, ancl did not receive an
answer. Several PA announcements were made to the residence, with no response.
IMPD tactical (SWAT) unit responded, at about 7:04 pm Brandon Kaiser exited the house
On May 4, 2019 IMPD officers served a search warrant at 2156 Wallace Av and located

Brandon Kaiser. Alfredo Vazquez was located at 622 N. Wallace driving the Blue Ford SUV.
Both were taken to the homicide/robbery office to be interviewed. The blue SUV was towed to

Animal control pending search warrant.

Detective Smalley executed the search warrants at 2156 Wallace and the residence of Alfredo

Vasquez 2154 N. Wallace. Det. Smalley found a black Ruger 9 mm semi automatic handgun
with loaded magazine underneath the mattress.

On May 4 2019 Det. Clayton interviewed Alford Vasquez after he was read and sign his

Miranda Warnings. Alford admitted being at Kilroy's with Brandon and using his

Huntington bank card to pay for his bar tab before being told to leave the business by the

manager. Alford admitted to going to the White Castle located at 55 W. South street with

Brandon and being in a physical fight with the two other who he did not know. Alford stated

he stopped fighting because he hit ancl beat the male to much ancl felt the male had enough.
The video shows Alford attacking the second male "Jacobs" forcing 'Jacobs" backwards on top

of a cement trash can. At this time Brandon came up from the ground to his knees
retrieving a gun from his waist band and shot Andrews in the stomach. Jacobs is then seen
pushing upright against Alford and they both stood upright, Alford was holding on to Jacobs
when Brandon walked up to Jacobs and shot him in the chest , Jacobs then fell to the ground
on to his back and while Alford held him down Brandon placed the barrel to Jacobs center
chest and shot him a second time. Alford is observed looking at Brandon as he pointed the

gun at Jacobs, Alford then entered into the SUV drivers seat and looked back at Brandon still

holding the gun. Alford then waited until Brandon entered into the back seat, Alford then sped
away , west bound on South street at a high rate 0f speed. Alford stated he did not stop to

check on the Jacobs nor did he contact 911 for medical assistance or to notify police of his

involvement. Alford stated he drove himself and Brandon back to their home. May 5, 2019
Det. Clayton attempted to interview Brandon who refused. stating he wanted a lawyer.

Alford and Brandon was arrested

All events occurred in Marion County State of Indiana.

I swear (affirm), under penalty of perjury as specified by IC 35-44.1-2-1, that the foregoing

representations are true.

/s/ Ronald Clayton

Law Enforcement Officer
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